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We consider the bifurcation of periodic orbits from an equilibrium in 
Hamiltonian systems. The averaging method is developed in higher-order resonance 
cases. For systems with general degrees of freedom, the conditions for the existence 
of long periodic orbits can be written in a simple form in terms of the coefficients of 
higher-order terms of the normalized Hamiltonian function. 
1. 1~~~00~0~10~ 
This paper is devoted to the study of periodic orbits near an equilibrium 
point for a Hamiltonian system 
dx, aH dyk aH 
-=-3 -=-- 
dt a~, dt axk 
(k = l,..., m). (1.1) 
Let H = H(z), z = ‘(x1 ,..., x,, y, ,..., y,) E R*‘“, be a C” function defined in 
a neighborhood of the origin z = 0. We assume that the Hamiltonian 
function H has the Taylor expansion at the origin of the form 
H=H,+H,+...; H, = f ‘zSZ, det S # 0, (1.2) 
where Hj (j = 2, 3,...) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j, and S is a 
symmetric matrix of 2m rows. The linearized system of (1.1) at the 
equilibrium point z = 0 is given by 
4 aff, &, aff, 
dt -ayk’ 
-=--- 
dt axk 
(k = l,..., m), 
or in vector form 
dz 
z = JSz, J=J,= [ -;, k], 
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where I,,, is the identity matrix of m rows. It is well known [l] that the eigen- 
values of JS occur in pairs +A,, &,..., &,,. The presence of purely 
imaginary eigenvalues of JS, which gives rise to periodic orbits for (1.3), is 
necessary for the existence of periodic orbits for (1.1) near the origin. Let 
&l, be purely imaginary. If none of the m - 1 quotients ,&/A, (k = 2,..., m) 
is an integer (non-resonance condition), a well-known theorem by 
Liapunov [9] guarantees the existence of a one-parameter family of periodic 
orbits for (1.1) bifurcating from the origin with primitive (minimal) periods 
close to 27r/ln,]. For the precise statement and its proof, we refer to [ 1, 
pp. 498-4991 or [20, Section 161 (see also [18] and [21]). 
To clarify our purpose in this paper, let us consider a special case when 
all the orbits for (1.3) are periodic. Their common period may be assumed to 
be 271 by a suitable change of the independent variable t. Namely, we assume 
the following: 
[A. 1 ] The eigenvalues of JS are purely imaginary numbers kipk 
(k = l,..., m) with pk E H - (0) such that G.C.D.(Jp, I,..., /p,i) = 1. 
In the above and in what follows Z is the set of all integers and G.C.D. 
(Ip, I,..., I p,l) denotes the greatest common divisor among m integers I pkl 
(k = l,..., m). The system (1.1) near the origin can be considered as a pertur- 
bation of (1.3) and therefore it is natural to consider the existence of 
periodic orbits for (1.1) whose primitive periods are close to those of (1.3). 
Among such periodic orbits for (1.1) near the origin, the aim of this paper is 
to establish the existence of periodic orbits which is not guaranteed by 
Liapunov’s theorem. Especially we establish the existence of periodic orbits 
with primitive periods close to 2a Here 27~ is the longest primitive period 
among those of (1.3) under the assumption [A. 11. In this sense, we refer to 
such periodic orbits for (1.1) as long periodic orbits. Much research has been 
done for establishing the existence of periodic orbits for (1.1) without the 
non-resonance condition. Among them, a remarkable result was obtained by 
A. Weinstein [22, 231. Under the assumption [A.l], Weinstein’s theorem 
states that for any sufficiently small E > 0, there exist at least m periodic 
orbits for (1.1) with periods close to 27~ on the energy surface H-‘(E) if the 
quadratic form H, is positive definite (see also [ 13,24,25]). More recently, 
E. R. Fade11 and P. H. Rabinowitz [6] generalized this result to indefinite 
cases. They established the existence of periodic orbits for (1.1) with periods 
close to 2~c under the condition that the signature of the quadratic form H, is 
non-zero (see the original paper [6] for its precise statement). These results 
succeeded in eliminating the non-resonance condition of Liapunov’s theorem. 
However, neither of these results asserts primitiveness of the periods of the 
periodic orbits. Therefore these results do not necessarily guarantee the 
existence of long periodic orbits stated above. In the present paper, the 
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primitive periods of our desired periodic orbits are given explicitly. 
Moreover, the geometrical distribution of the periodic orbits are analyzed. 
These are not achieved in the above two results. 
For our purpose, we must impose additional conditions on the higher- 
order terms of H. Indeed, though most of the orbits for (1.3) have a primitive 
period 27~ under the assumption [A.l], such “long” periodic orbits do not 
necessarily persist under perturbation (see examples in [20, Section 161 or 
[ 13, 141). Our aim is to find simple conditions to be imposed on the higher- 
order terms of H so that long periodic orbits exist. Research in this direction 
has been done only for systems with two degrees of freedom (m = 2) 
[7, 10, 17, 181. For several degrees of freedom, similar conditions are 
considered to be hopelessly complicated and little research seems to have 
been done. However, if the similar conditions are obtained for several 
degrees of freedom, one can discuss, for example, the existence of a new 
class of periodic orbits near Lagrange’s equilateral equilibrium in general 
planar three-body problem (cf. [ 10; 20, Section 181). 
In this paper, under certain restrictions on the eigenvalues of JS, we 
establish simple conditions to be imposed on the higher-order terms of H for 
general degrees of freedom. Our result is well understood in conjunction with 
the averaging method. In the next section, we develop the averaging method 
in higher-order resonance cases defined by [A. 1 ] and the following 
assumption: 
LA.21 Ckm,l j,~, + Of or all integers j, with 1 < Ct=, ] j, ] < 2s, where s 
is a positive integer >2. 
It is well known that under the assumption [A.21 the system (1.1) can be 
transformed by a canonical transformation into the system with Birkhoff 
normal form up to 2sth order: 
H= i: H,(t) + 0(1x12”+1 + IyIZs+‘); H2(r)= 2 PkTk, (1.4) 
j=l k=l 
where HZj(r) (j = 2,..., s) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j in the 
variables rk = (xi + y:)/2 (k = l,..., m). We discuss the averaging method for 
Hamiltonian systems with (1.4) and define a non-degenerate critical r-torus 
of H, mod H,. If this torus is more than one dimensional, it is degenerate in 
view of the usual averaging method [ 121 and periodic orbits for (1.3) on the 
torus do not correspond to so-called normal modes (cf. [23]). In this sense, 
we generalize the averaging method [ 121 by introducing new non-degeneracy 
conditions. In particular, the conditions for the existence of non-degenerate 
critical r-tori of H, mod H, are described explicitly in terms of the coef- 
ficients of H, and H4. Such conditions are given in Theorem 1. In Section 3, 
we state our main theorems. In Theorem 2, it is stated that the existence of a 
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non-degenerate critical r-torus of H4 mod H, on H;‘(E) implies the existence 
of at least r long periodic orbits on H-‘(E), where E # 0 is a sufficiently 
small constant. This assertion is somewhat generalized in Theorem 3 to a 
case when the critical r-torus of H4 mod H, .is degenerate. Finally, in 
Theorem 4, the most generalized assertion is formulated under more general 
assumption than [A.l] with [A.2]. It establishes the existence of our desired 
periodic orbits for (1.1) under as weak restrictions on JS as possible. In 
Section 4, we give the proof of Theorem 4. The basic idea for the proof is to 
reduce the existence of the desired periodic orbits to the existence of critical 
points for a certain function on some torus. Its arguments go back to 
Poincare [ 161 and they were developed by G. D. Birkhoff [3-51 (see also [2, 
Appendix 91 and [ 151). T o construct such a torus on which our desired 
function is defined, the non-degeneracy of the critical torus will play a key 
role. 
2. THE AVERAGING METHOD AND 
NON-DEGENERATE CRITICAL TORI 
In this section, we develop the averaging method for a class of 
Hamiltonian systems with (1.4) and define a non-degenerate critical torus of 
H, mod H,. Throughout this section, we take R2” as the phase space and 
choose w  = (a, v) = (ui ,..., u,,, u, ,..., u”) as canonical coordinates. The 
Hamiltonian vector field induced by a C” function f =f(w) is given in the 
coordinates by 
Jgradf= $ ,..., s,--g ,..., -$ , 
1 n 1 n 
where J= J, is given in (1.3) for n = m. In the following, the Hamiltonian 
vector field will be denoted by Xf. 
At first, we begin with reviewing briefly the averaging method [ 121 in our 
setting. Let H = H(w) be a C” function defined in a neighborhood of the 
origin w  = 0. The Taylor expansion of H at the origin is assumed to begin 
with the quadratic part given by 
H, =+ t P&: + u:> with pk E Z - {0} 
k-l 
satisfying G.C.D.(]p,I ,..., Ip,l)= 1. (2.1) 
We consider the bifurcation of periodic orbits of X, from the equilibrium 
w  = 0. This corresponds to the situation defined by [A. 1 ] in Section 1. The 
Hamiltonian function H in the Taylor expansion H = H, + H, + ..a is said 
to be in Birkhofl-Gustavson normal form up to sth order if 
DHj=O (j = 2,..., s), (2.2) 
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where 
n 
D=h2= 1 pk 
k=l 
Any Hamiltonian function H = H, + H, + ... with (2.1) can be taken into 
the Birkhoff-Gustavson normal form up to arbitrary order by a canonical 
change of variables (see, e.g., [ 111). This normalizing procedure plays a role 
of averaging the Hamiltonian perturbation H, + H, + ..a over the orbits of 
XH,. Indeed, the relations (2.2) imply that Hi (j = 2,..., s) are invariant under 
the flow of XH2, namely, 
Hj(#‘(W)> = Hj(W) (j = 2,..., s), (2.3) 
where $‘(w) denotes the flow of X”, through a point w. In this sense, we 
consider H,, H,,... in the normal form to be averaged over the orbits of XH,. 
Let H,, be the first one among Hj (j = 3,...) in Birkhoff-Gustavson normal 
form such that Hi & 0. It follows from (2.3) that, if the relation 
grad H,, = 1 grad H, (2.4) 
is satisfied for some scalar ,? E R at a point wO, this relation holds along the 
periodic orbit y of MY for the scalar A E R. We call this closed curve y 
(resp. any point on y) a critical circle (resp. critical point) of H,, mod H,. 
The relation (2.4) implies geometrically that the Hamiltonian vector field 
XH,. is parallel to XH, along y. Therefore this closed curve y is also a periodic 
orbit of XH, with H, = H, + H,, , and its period is close to 27~ if y lies near 
the origin. The linearized Poincare mapping of XH, associated with y has 1 
as an eigenvalue (i.e., characteristic multiplier of XH, at y) of multiplicity at 
least one. The critical circle y is said to be non-degenerate if this multiplicity 
is just one. The averaging method [ 121 asserts that in a sufftciently small 
neighborhood of the origin, if the surface H;‘(E) (E # 0) contains a non- 
degenerate critical circle y of H,, mod H,, there exists a periodic orbit of the 
perturbed vector field X, on the energy surface H-‘(E). This periodic orbit 
lies near y and its primitive period is close to that of y. 
Now we restrict ourselves to the cases satisfying the additional assumption 
[A.21 with m = n. Then the Birkhoff-Gustavson normal form up to 2sth 
order becomes the usual Birkhoff normal form up to the same order: 
H= L‘ pkrk + K’ Hzj(t) + O(IU~“+~ + j~\~~+‘), 
k=l ,z2 
(2.5 1 
where pk E L - {O} such that G.C.D.(]p, I,..., jp,,l) = 1 and Hzj(s) 
(j = 2,..., s) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j in the variables 
Tk = (u: + vi)/2 (k = l,..., n). We must discuss the existence of a critical 
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circle of H, (j > 2) mod H, = Ci=, pkrk. Since H, and H, depend only on 
t, ,..., r,, the relation (2.4) with S* = 2j is equivalent to 
This implies that if there exists a critical point w  # 0 of H, mod H,, the 
relation (2.4) holds over the r-torus of the following form (2.6) on which the 
critical point w  exists: 
tk = ck(= const) > 0 (k E N,), uk = vk = 0 (k E NJ, (2.6) 
where N,, N, (c {l,..., n}) are disjoint subsets such that N, UN, = { l,..., n) 
and #N+ = I > 1. Namely, the existence of a critical point w  # 0 leads not 
to a critical circle but generally to a critical r-torus, which is defined as 
follows: 
DEFINITION 1. Let H, = HU(u, v): R *’ + I? be a C”O function which is a 
homogeneous polynomial of degree j in the variables tk = (u: + vi)/2 
(k = l,..., n). In particular, let H, be given by (2.1). For a given subset N, of 
{l,..., n} with #N+ = r, an r-dimensional torus R defined by (2.6) is called a 
critical r-torus of H, (j > 2) mod H, if r relations 
aH2j -=12!$ 
ar!i k (=iPPk) FEN+) (2.7) 
are satisfied on fi for some scalar A E R. 
We note that the relation (2.4) is satisfied for some scalar J E I? at any 
point on R if and only if the r relations (2.7) are satisfied on J2 for the scalar 
1E I?. 
Remark. If r = 1, then only one relation (2.7) is necessarily satisfied on 
R for some scalar ,? E R. Therefore any circle defined by (2.6) with r = 1 is 
a critical circle of H, mod H,. Such circles correspond to so-called normal 
modes for a linear Hamiltonian system with (2.1). 
Let R be a critical r-torus of H, mod H,. All the orbits on Q of XH, are 
periodic of a fixed primitive period dividing 2n. The relations (2.7) imply 
that the Hamiltonian vector field HHzj is parallel to XH, on 0, and therefore 
this torus R is invariant under the flow of not only XH, but also XHzj. All the 
orbits on R of XHp with H, = H, + H, are also periodic of a fixed primitive 
period. If we restrict the linearized Poincare mapping of XH, associated with 
each periodic orbit on J2 to E, = {(u, V) 1 uk = vk = 0 (k E N,)}, then we can 
see that all the eigenvalues of it are 1. Therefore, if r > 2, our case is 
degenerate in the sense of the above non-degeneracy condition. Then we 
introduce new non-degeneracy conditions as follows: 
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DEFINITION 2. A critical r-torus R of H, mod H, given by (2.6) is said 
to be non-degenerate if 
G.C.D.(lp,I: k E N,) = 1, (2.8) 
and the following conditions are satisfied on 8: 
aH, 3H, 
F#“-- 
ark 
(k E No) for the scalar 1 E R in (2.7), (2.9) 
k 
det P, # 0, P, = (2.10) 
The condition (2.8) implies that all the orbits on J2 of XH, are periodic of a 
primitive period 271. Let us consider again the linearized Poincare mapping 
of XH, with H, = H, + H, associated with each periodic orbit on R. The 
condition (2.9) implies that it does not have 1 as an eigenvalue if restricted 
to E, = {(u, u) 1 uk = vk = 0 (k E N,)}. We will be able to see this in the 
course of discussions in Section 4. IF r = 1, then the condition (2.10) holds 
necessarily and therefore (2.9) corresponds to the non-degeneracy condition 
of the critical circle of H,, mod H, in general cases. On the other hand, the 
condition (2.9) is eliminated if r = n. 
The following lemma is obtained easily by carrying out elementary 
transformations of the matrix P, . 
LEMMA 1. Let Q be a critical r-torus of H, mod H, on the surface 
H;‘(E) (E = const). The condition (2.10) on 0 is equivalent to 
det T, # 0, (2.11) 
k,/eN+-lu) 
on Q, where v is a fixed integer taken arbitrarily from N, and the dtfleren- 
tiation a/&, is considered to be defined on the surface H;‘(E) (i.e., 5, is 
eliminated by the relation H, = E). 
The geometrical meaning of the non-degeneracy conditions (2.9) and 
(2.10) is understood as follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that the surface H;‘(E) (E = const) contains a 
critical r-torus J2 of H, mod H,. If R is non-degenerate, then there exists a 
neighborhood U, (in H;‘(E)) of J2 such that U, does not contain any- 
dimensional critical torus of H, mod H, other than R. 
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Proof: Take a small neighborhood iJk (in H;‘(E)) of Q so that 
Tk > 0 in U; for k E N+(R), 
where and in what follows N+(Q) denotes the subset of {l,..., n) given in the 
definition of the critical r-torus R. Then, for any critical torus of H, mod H, 
in Uk, the scalar A in (2.7) is determined as A = p;‘(aH,/&,) with a fixed 
integer v taken arbitrarily from N+(Q). If 0 is non-degenerate, we may take 
the neighborhood UL so that 
aH, Pk aH, ----Bz#O in ULfor kEN,(Q)= {l,...,n}-N+(a). 
azk v v 
Hence, on any critical torus in U;, we have uk = vk = 0 for k E N,(Q) and 
the following r - 1 relations are satisfied: 
aff, Pk aH2j p----z 
ark P, at, 
o 
(k E N+W - iv)). (2.12) 
If we consider (2.12) in Ul.n {rk = 0 (k E No(Q))} as a system of r - 1 
equations for sk (k E N+(Q) - {v}), then (2.11) (therefore (2.10) by 
Lemma 1) implies that its Jacobian does not vanish on 8. Hence there exists 
a sufficiently small neighborhood U, c U8 of Q such that U, contains no 
critical torus other than $2. This completes the proof. 
This proposition implies that a non-degenerate critical torus of 
H, mod H, is isolated from all other critical tori of H, mod H, on H;‘(E). 
For our purpose of establishing the existence of long periodic orbits of X,,, it 
is crucial that the surface H;~(E) with E # 0 sufficiently small contains a 
non-degenerate critical torus of Hzj, especially of H,. To see the nature of 
the existence of non-degenerate critical tori in R*“, let us introduce 
one-to-one mappings p, :lR In + R 2n depending on a parameter E > 0 as 
follows: 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that the surface H;‘(E,) contains a critical r- 
torus 0 of H, mod H,. If E, z 0, then for any E such that EE, > 0, an r-torus 
Q,=pEIE,,(s2) is a critical r-torus of H, mod H, on H;‘(E). If Q is non- 
degenerate, then R, is also non-degenerate. 
Proof. Indeed, the relations (2.7) and (2.9) are satisfied on 52, with a 
change of the scalar ;I to (E/E,,)--‘A. Furthermore, the condition (2.10) holds 
under the mapping pEIEo on account of the homogeneity of Hzj. Therefore the 
assertion is proved. 
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By this proposition, the (non-degenerate) critical tori not contained in 
H;‘(O) exist in IF!” as a one-parameter family bifurcating from the origin 
which is parametrized by the value of H,. Therefore, to obtain non- 
degenerate critical tori of H, mod H, on the surface H;‘(E) with E # 0, it 
suffices to consider the existence of those of H, mod H, on the surface 
H;‘(l) or H;‘(-1). 
In the following, we will describe the conditions for the existence of a non- 
degenerate critical torus of H, mod H, on H-‘(l) or H-‘(-1) explicitly in 
terms of the coefficients of H, and H,. This is an advantageous point for our 
method. For general cases, it is difficult to write down the conditions for the 
existence of non-degenerate critical circles explicitly in terms of the coef- 
ficients of H, and H,*. Some results are known only for systems with two 
degrees of freedom [ 7, 171. 
Let H, be written as 
(2.13) 
where (qk,) is a real symmetric matrix of n rows. Then the condition (2.10) is 
reduced to 
det P, # 0, 
P+ = t “p:’ “alk,,cN+~ 
(2.14) 
which does not depend on the critical r-torus Q. For any subset 
N, c {l,..., n} (#N+ = r > l), we introduce r x r matrices Qy’ (k E N,) as 
follows: 
Q’f’ = (4jl); gj, =qjl (2.15) 
Pj 
Then the following theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a non-degenerate critical r-torus of H, mod H, on H;‘(E). 
THEOREM 1. Let N, c {l,..., n } (#N+ = r > 1) be given arbitrarily and 
fixed. Assume the condition (2.10) with H, = H4 given by (2.13) (i.e., (2.14)) 
to be satisfied for this subset N, . Then the surface H;‘(E) contains a critical 
r-torus R, of H, mod H, (which is given by (2.6) with this subset N,) if and 
only if the following r inequalities are satisfied: 
(det P+)(det Q’$‘)E < 0 (k E N, 1. 
Moreover, such a critical r-torus 9, is uniquely determined as 
(2.16) 
det Qy’ 
“=- detP+ 
.E (kEN+), uk=vk=O (kEN,). (2.17) 
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In addition, the condition (2.9) is described by 
qk, - : . q,, det Q’:’ # 0 (k E NoI, (2.18) 
” 
where v is a Jxed integer taken from N, arbitrarily. 
Remark. By this theorem, there exists a non-degenerate critical r-torus of 
H, mod H, on H;‘(E) if and only if there exists a subset N, with #N+ = r 
for which the conditions (2.8), (2.14), (2.16) and (2.18) are satisfied. 
ProoJ For the simplicity in notation, we take (l,..., r) as N, without 
loss of generality. Since we then have rk = 0 (k = r + l,..., n) for our desired 
critical r-torus, the r relations (2.7) with some scalar A E R are equivalent to 
5, = 0 (k = 2 ,..., r). (2.19) 
To obtain a critical r-torus of H, mod H, on H;‘(E), we combine (2.19) with 
pkrk = 6, (2.20) 
k=l 
and consider (2.19) and (2.20) as a system of r linear equations for t,,..., r,. 
Setting r. = -U/P,) CL, qlr ,, t this system of equations is equivalent to a 
system of r + 1 equations 
P, 5 = ((O,..., 0, E) E IF?‘+ ‘; 5 = ‘(r, ,***, rrr qJ, (2.21) 
where P, is an (r + 1) X (r + 1) matrix given in (2.14) with N, = {l,..., r}. 
Under the condition (2.14), this system (2.21) is solved for r, ,..., r, 
uniquely as 
det Qy’ 
=k=- ,jetP, *’ (k = l,..., r). 
This solution gives precisely a critical r-torus of H, mod H, on H;‘(E) if and 
only if rk > 0 for k = l,..., r, in other words, r inequalities (2.16) are satisfied. 
Therefore, for the prescribed subset N,, the surface H;‘(E) contains only 
one critical r-torus (2.17) if and only if (2.16) are satisfied. Finally, the 
condition (2.8) implies that the same relations as (2.19) are not satisfied on 
R, for k E No = {r + l,..., n}, and therefore (2.18) is obtained directly from 
(2.17). This completes the proof. 
Finally, among the cases when a critical r-torus of H, mod H, is 
degenerate, we consider a special case. We introduce the following definition. 
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DEFINITION 3. A critical r-torus 9 c H;](c) of H, mod H, is said to be 
completely degenerate if n - 1 relations 
aH, Pk aH, ----= 
atk P” a?” 
0 
(k E {I,..., nl - {VI) (2.22) 
are satisfied in a neighborhood (in H;‘(E)) of R, where v is a fixed integer 
taken arbitrarily from N, in the definition of R. 
This definition is in contrast to that of the non-degeneracy of a critical 
torus. From Proposition 2, if the surface H;‘(E) (E # 0) contains a 
completely degenerate critical torus of H, mod H,, then the relation (2.22) 
is satisfied in a neighborhood of Q in R”‘. Completely degenerate critical 
tori exist in such cases as Hzj = (CI= 1 pk 7k)j. 
3. STATEMENTS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
We are now in a position to state existence theorems for long periodic 
orbits near an equilibrium. Our first assertion is formulated for Birkhoff 
normal form up to fourth order as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the Hamiltonian of the form (2.5) with s = 2. 
Assume that the surface H;‘( 1) (resp. H; ‘(-1)) contains a non-degenerate 
critical r-torus 0 of H4 mod H, . Then, for any suflciently small E > 0, on the 
energy surface H-‘(E) (resp. H-l(@)) there exist at least r periodic orbits 
of x, near R,=p,(LI) with primitive periods close to 271, where 
P&V)= (6 k\/-E v). 
Remark. More precisely, the above periodic orbits lie in a o(&)- 
neighborhood of Q,. Each primitive period of the periodic orbit is close to 
277 in the sense of 27r + o(G). 
Here the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the non- 
degenerate critical r-torus D are given in Theorem 1. Moreover, it is to be 
noted that we have the complete information about the position of the non- 
degenerate critical tori R,. 
For the cases when the critical torus of H, is degenerate, this theorem is 
somewhat generalized as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Consider the Hamiltonian of the form (2.5). Assume that 
the surfice H;‘(l) (resp. H;‘(-1)) contains an r-torus Sz such that (i) R is 
a completely degenerate critical r-torus of H, mod H, for j = I,..., s - 1, and 
(ii) D is a non-degenerate critical r-torus of H,, mod H,. Then, the same 
conclusion as in Theorem 2 holds. 
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These theorems will be proved in Section 4 as special cases of Theorem 4 
stated below. 
As for the original system (l.l), the above two theorems are applicable 
under the assumption [A.2]. Therefore, we have established the existence of 
long periodic orbits for (1.1) with primitive periods close to 27~ under [A. 11. 
However, the above two theorems can not assert the existence of periodic 
orbits whose primitive periods are shorter than 2n and close to those of the 
linearized system. In the following, Theorem 4 will be formulated to 
guarantee the existence of such periodic orbits. 
To this end, we formulate the theorem under more general assumptions 
than (A.11 and [A.2]. At first, instead of [A.l] we assume the following: 
[A.31 R 2m = E + F, where E and F are invariant subspaces of JS such 
that 
(i) the eigenvalues of JS restricted to E are n (1 < n < m) pairs of 
purely imaginary numbers &t& (k = l,..., n) with pk E Z - {0} such that 
G.C.D.(lp,] ,..., Ip,\)= 1, and 
(ii) none of the eigenvalues of JS restricted to F is an integer multiple 
ofi=fl. 
This assumption implies that all orbits in E of (1.3) are periodic of a 
common period 271, while none of the orbits in F - (0) has this period. 
Moreover, in this assumption we admit the systems whose linearized systems 
possess non-periodic motions. Indeed, taking into account suitable changes 
of the time-scale, this assumption [A.31 means no restriction except for the 
existence of at least one pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues. If we set n = 1 
in [A.3], it corresponds to the non-resonance condition in Liapunov’s 
theorem. Our aim is to establish the existence of periodic orbits with 
primitive periods close to 277 under the assumption [A.3]. To this end, 
instead of [A.21 let us introduce the following assumption. 
[A.41 xi=, jkpk f 0 for all integers j, with 1 < Cz= i ] j,] < 2s, where s 
is a positive integer >2. 
This assumption, together with [A.3], makes it possible to define a normal 
form of the Hamiltonian H. Roughly speaking, we can obtain in E the 
Birkhoff normal form up to 2sth order. Indeed, we can prove the following 
lemma. Our desired normal form is defined by (3.1) with (3.2) below. 
LEMMA 2. Consider the Hamiltonian system (1.1) with (1.2). Assume 
that the linearized system (1.3) satisfies [A.31 and [A.4]. Then there exists a 
real analytic canonical transformation of variables (x, y) -+ (u, v, r, 9); 
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24, v E I-R”, (, q E R*-” such that the Hamiltonian function H = H(x, y) takes 
the following form in the new coordinates: 
with 
H=%(t) +K,(w, C) + O(JwINtl + II;l”“) (N = 2s) (3.1) 
(3.2) 
w = ‘(24, v), r= $5 fill, 
24: + u: 
7k = ___ 
2 
(k = I,..., n), 
where H,,(t) (j = l,..., s) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j in the 
variables 7k (k = l,..., n), and B is a symmetric matrix of 2(m - n) rows, and 
Kj(w, 0 (j = 3,..., N) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j in w and [. 
Remark. The above transformation of variables is canonical in the sense 
that it preserves the 2-form C:=, dx, A dy, in the following manner: 
2 dx,Ady,= + dukAdvk+m\;nd<,Adtl,. 
k=l k& (5, 
Therefore the new Hamiltonian system takes the form 
du, cYH dv, aH -=- -=--- 
dt aok' dt au, (k = l,..., n), 
d<, aH dn, aH 
(3.3) 
-=- -=-- 
dt atj, ’ dt a<, (I= l,..., m - n), 
with the Hamiltonian given by (3.1) with (3.2). 
Proo$ At first, we have to take the quadratic part of H into the normal 
form by a linear canonical transformation. Indeed, since E and F are JS- 
invariant and the eigenvalues of JS restricted to E are all distinct, E and F 
are canonically orthogonal to each other and we can introduce a linear 
canonical change of variables (x, y) + (z&U; < Fjy so that the quadratic part 
of H takes the form 
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where and in what follows (a, .) denotes the usual scalar product and 
[= ‘(<, ~7. This is easily achieved by the standard arguments in symplectic 
algebra. For details, we refer to [ 1 ] (in particular p. 172). 
Next we seek a non-linear canonical transformation (zi, 5, z f) = 
x(u, u, <, q) so that the Hamiltonian H takes the form (3.1) with (3.2). We 
make use of a generating function to define our desired canonical transfor- 
mation x. Since the quadratic terms are already in normal form, we seek a 
generating function S = S(u’, o, 4, v) of the form 
S(17,u,rlr>=S,tS,+...tS,; s, = (u’, v> t (r; s), 
where N = 2s and Sj (j = 2,..., N) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j 
in u’, V, r, r/. The desired transformation x is represented in the form 
From the assumptions [A.31 and [A.4], we can indeed determine uniquely 
the desired polynomials Sj in the form 
sj= Sj,O + Sj-l,l (j = 3,..., N), 
where S,-,,,,<l= 0, 1) denotes the sum of terms of degree j - I in U; L’ and of 
degree 1 in <, q. For this purpose, we proceed by comparison of coefficients 
inductively, which is carried out with introducing complex variables 
zk = uk + IVY, Z;, = uk - iv, in place of uk, vk (k = l,..., n). This procedure is 
well known, and then we omit the details (see, e.g. [ 1, 11, 201). This 
completes the proof. 
This lemma implies that in E the system (1.1) reduces to the system with 
the Hamiltonian H,(r) in the sense of Nth-order approximation. Using this 
normal form, our main result for (1.1) is formulated as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Consider the Hamiltonian system (1.1) with (1.2). Assume 
that the linearized system (1.3) satisJies [A.31 and [A.4]. Assume that in the 
normal form (3.1) with (3.2) the surface H;‘(l) n E (resp. H;‘(-1) n E) 
contains an r-torus R such that (i) R is a completely degenerate critical r- 
torus of H, mod H, for j = l,..., s - 1, and (ii) R is a non-degenerate critical 
r-torus of H,,.mod H,. Then, for any suflciently small E > 0, on the energy 
surface H-‘(E) (resp. HP’(+)) there exist at least r periodic orbits of (1.1) 
near R, = p&I) with primitive periods close to 271, where pE is a mapping 
defined in E by pJu, v) = (6 u, & v). 
Remarks. (i) More precisely, the above periodic orbits lie in a o(G)- 
neighborhood of Q,. Each primitive period is close to 272 in the sense of 
27c t 0((i). 
SOS/S 112-l 
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(ii) If the linearized system (1.3) satisfies [A.31 and [A.41 by a 
change of the time-scale t to t”= to (m > 0 const), then the above periodic 
orbits correspond to the orbits with primitive periods close to 271/w in the 
original time-scale. Therefore this theorem provides sufficient conditions for 
the existence of periodic orbits for (1.1) whose primitive periods are close to 
any of those of the linearized system, as is shown in the following example: 
EXAMPLE. Consider the system with three degrees of freedom defined by 
H(x, y) = 71 - 42, - lOr, + O(1x13 + Ivl’), (3.4) 
where sk = (xi + yi)/2 (k = 1, 2, 3). The eigenvalues of JS are i-i, i4i and 
flOi. The primitive periods in the linearized system are 27r, 2x/4, 2n/lO 
(which are those of so-called normal modes) and 7~. Here n-periodic orbits 
are lying in the plane x, = yi = 0. In this case, [A.21 is satisfied for s = 2 
and therefore Theorem 2 is applicable. Moreover, the Liapunov’s theorem 
gives two families of periodic orbits with primitive periods close to (1/2)7r 
and (l/5@. If one wishes to obtain periodic orbits with primitive periods 
close to TI, a change of the time-scale t to i= 2t convertes the Hamiltonian 
(3.4) into 
H(x,y)=f7,- 27,- 57, + o(1x13 + Iyl'), 
and the eigenvalues of JS into i-( 1/2)i, f2i, k5i. Therefore the assumption 
[A.3 ] is satisfied for E = {(x, y) / xr=y,=O} and F= ((x,y)Ix,=y,= 
x3 = y, = 0). The assumption [A.41 is satisfied for s = 3. Hence Theorem 4 
is applicable, and the periodic orbits to be established have primitive periods 
close to rr in the original time-scale. 
(iii) In the case when s = 2, this theorem, together with Theorem 1, 
gives the simple analytic conditions for the existence of periodic orbits of 
(1.1) whose primitive periods are close to those of the linearized system 
(1.3). For general systems possessing an integral (not for Hamiltonian 
systems), there is a similar result [8] which corresponds to the case when 
Y = 1 in this theorem. The Hamiltonian character in this theorem plays an 
essential role for the assertion in cases when r > 2. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4. 
We consider the normal form (3.1) with (3.2) under the assumption [A.3]. 
At first, instead of considering our system (3.3) in a shrinking neighborhood 
of the origin, let us introduce a stretching transformation 
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where E is a small positive parameter. This corresponds to pE if it is restricted 
to E. In the following, for the notational convenience, we replace E by ez and 
write U, v, <, q in place of u^, fi, [, f, respectively. By Lemma 2, the 
Hamiltonian function (3.1) then becomes 
H(eu, EV, ESr, ES?/) = &%(U, v, <, q, E), 
2s-2 
fi(u, v, r. q, E) = H”(t, E) + + (BC, C) t O(EZS- ‘>, (4.1) 
H*(t, E) = ;- 
Jr, 
&2j-2H2j(T), 
and the Hamiltonian system (3.3) is taken into 
duk Z? aH* -=-=- 
dt dv, &, 
Vk + o(el) 
dv, &i aH* ---=-- 
dt au, 
az uk + o(&*“- 
k 
(k = l,..., n), 
‘13 (4.2) 
4 
Tit=& 
2-2s afi J z = JBL: t O(E), J= J,_,. 
Moreover, the energy surface H = s2 is replaced by fi = 1. For any F > 0 
fixed, fi is an integral for (4.2), namely, fi(u, v, <, q, E) is constant along the 
solution curve of (4.2). In the following, we assume without loss of 
generality that the critical r-torus R exists on the surface H;‘( l)n E. For 
the simplicity in notation, we take {l,..., r) as N, in the definition of the 
critical torus a, and assume the critical r-torus Q to be given by 
Zk = Ck > 0 (k = l)...) r), u, = v, = 0 (I = r + l)...) n), 
<=r/=o. 
We consider the system (4.2) in a neighborhood U(Q) x {E 1 IE / < q,), where 
U(Q) is a neighborhood (in RRzm) of R and E, is a sufficiently small positive 
number. The neighborhood U(Q) will be suitably chosen below. In (4.1) and 
(4.2), and in what follows, 0(&r) stands for a C” function of U, v, <, 7 and E 
in U(0) x {E 1 1 E 1 < so} such that E-‘O(E’) are bounded uniformly in U(a) as 
E -+ 0. 
To discuss the existence of periodic orbits for (4.2), let us define a 
mapping cp, for any sufficiently small E > 0 fixed as follows. Namely, we take 
a local cross section C defined by v, = 0 and u, > 0. Then we can take the 
neighborhood U(O) so that any solution of (4.2) with a initial point in 
Z n U(Q) necessarily intersects again at a time close to 27r/p,, where we 
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assume p1 > 0 without loss of generality. Therefore, for a suitable (2m - 2)- 
dimensional submanifold Z; of Z, = Z ~7 U(Q) n fi- ’ (1 ), we can define a 
one-parameter family of mappings 
PE:G+z,, l&l < 602 
by following a solution of (4.2) from a point in E;I with increasing t to its 
next intersection with Z,. In what follows, the pth (p = 1, 2,...) iterate of this 
mapping will be denoted by qAp). Here Cl is taken so that ~7:’ is defined for 
p = l,..., p,. Our aim is to search for fixed points of okPl’. Such fixed points 
correspond to periodic orbits for (4.2) with periods close to 27~. 
To obtain this mapping, we integrate (4.2) omitting at first the error terms 
O(E*‘-‘) and O(E). I n other words, we replace the Hamiltonian fi by 
H* + (sZs-*/2)(B[, c). Introducting complex variables zk = uk + iv,, 
(k = l,..., n), the truncated system is solved in the form 
zk(t) = exp(-iH,*kt) ~~(0) (k = I,..., A), 
0) = exp(JBt) C(O), 
where the arguments of HT*, = dH*/&, are r,(O),,.., 7,(O). This solution, 
whose initial point is in Cl, intersects Z, again at the time 
T* = 2n/H,*1 = 277/p, + O(s2). Therefore, the desired mapping o’,“’ is given in 
the form 
with 
qq’: (24, v, I;) -+ (u(P), v(P), i’“‘) 
up’ + iv p)=zjp)=exp 1-2~~ (3) 1 z,+0(s2”-‘) (k= l,...,n), 
Q”’ = exp (2-r [ + O(a), 
where (u, v, [) and its image (u’~), vCp), [(“)) are in Z,, and the_refore 
U, = vi”’ = 0 and u,, u\“’ (> 0) are to be eliminated by the relation H = 1. 
Let us here introduce the canonical polar coordinates (7k, 0,) in place of 
(uk, uk) (k = l,..., r> by 
Uk=Jii+Sek, uk = 6 sin ek (k = l,..., r). (4.3) 
This change of variables, if it is considered in the original coordinates, 
defines a canonical transformation. In Z,, we have 8, = 0 (mod 272) and 
ti > 0 is eliminated by Z? = 1 in the form 
+ O(E2). 
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Since Q is a completely degenerate critical r-torus of H, (j = 2,..., s - l), we 
may assume that aH,/&, - (pk/pI)aH2j/~t, = 0 (k = l,..., n) in C, for 
j = 2,..., s - 1. Therefore we have 
Pk aH2, HZk _ Pk &2s-2 
H:, -PI + PI 
aH2, ---- 
ark p1 at, ) 
+ o(&*y. 
Hence the mapping ok”’ is given in the new coordinates by 
rip) = 5k + o(&*“- ‘), 
ep = 8, + P!Pk(S, 8, E) + O(EZS- I), 
uj”’ = u, cos(pY,) - uI sin(pY,) + O(szs-‘), 
ujp’ = u, sin(pY,) + 0, cos(pYJ + O(E*~-~) 
(k = 2,..., r; I = r + l,..., n), 
(4.4) 
with 
! 
-Pk - 2-2 aH2, Pk aH2s z - - - 
k pI at, 
(k = 2 ,..., n), (4.5) 
where r1 = (l/p,)(l - x:=2 pkrk) in the arguments of aHzS/asl ,..., aH,,/&,. 
To find fixed points of qE (pi), the following lemma is crucial. 
LEMMA 3. For the mappings v, !“I’: Cl + C, given by (4.4) and (4.5) 
(p =p,) with any suflciently small E > 0, there exists an (r - 1)-torus A, on 
IT; given in the form 
zk = rk(e9 &) = ck + o(E), 
24( = qe, E) = O(E), V! = v,(e, E) = O(E) 
(k = 2,..., r; I= r + l,..., n), (4.6) 
r = w, E) = O(E), e = (e2,..., e,) 
such that the following 2m - r - 1 relations hold on A,: 
ep) - 8, = 0 (mod 27t) (k = 2,..., r), 
up) - 241 = 0, @I) - VI = 0 (1 = r + l,..., n), (4.7) 
r (PI) - [ = 0. 
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Proof: From (4.4) and (4.5), instead of (4.7) we consider 
=f*, Pk aH2s pQ’-@,)=---- 
“k 1 L 
p at + O(E) = 0, 
-1 
2rc&2s-2 (u;“1’ - 24 ,)=- 
-1 
2n&=s-2 
u/ + O(E) = 0, 
(k = 2,..., r; 1 = r + l,..., n), 
cl (pd - i= {exp(2nJB) - Z2(m-nj} [ + O(E) = 0. (4.8) 
These equations form an implicit system and can be solved for t2,..., r,, 
24 u v *+1’“‘, n7 *+ ,,..., U, and [. Indeed these equations are satisfied for F = 0 
on the (I - l)-torus Q n E, . This follows from the definition of the critical r- 
torus R. Here, from the non-degeneracy conditions of the critical r-torus of 
H,, mod H,, it follows 
z 0, 
k,/-2.....r 
dH1, pi aH,, ------#f 
ar, pl as, 
(1= r + l,..., n), 
on Q n ,?Y, (here we note Lemma 1). Moreover, the condition (ii) in [ A.31 
implies 
det{exp(2nlB) - Z2Cm-n)} # 0. 
Therefore this implicit system (4.8) has a non-vanishing Jacobian on 
0 n C, . Hence this implicit system can be solved for tk (k = 2,..., r), u/, uI 
(1 = r + l,..., n) and [ in the form (4.6). This completes the proof. 
We note that there exist no fixed points of rpp’ for p = l,..., p, - 1 on this 
torus II,. Therefore any fixed point of pyl’ on A, defines our desired periodic 
orbit on the energy surface Z?= 1 with primitive period close to 2~. 
Let us now prove the existence of fixed points of rpzpl’ on the (r - I)-torus 
nE. To this end, it suffices to show the existence of points 19 = (8, ,..., 8,) on 
/i, such that rp” - tk = 0 (k = 2,..., r). We are now in a position to take into 
account the canonical character of the mapping pc. Namely, it is well known 
that the mapping v)~ (therefore rp (EPl) also) is exact canonical if it is considered 
in the original coordinates. This fact follows easily from the Poin- 
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care-Cartan theorem (see [2]). Here the mapping q)(EpI) is given in the 
original coordinates by 
&=r k --t &W” k 3 8, -+ ep’ (k = 2,..., r), 
Eli, -+ &Upy EV, + &VjPl’ (I = r + l,..., n), 
ES[ -i &?y. 
Therefore we have 
LEMMA 4. For any closed curve y in C;, the integral 
m-n 
E= + r,dt?,+e’j + 
Y  k*2 Yk=%l 
uk dv, + E=’ t: &dVk (4.9) 
Y  k=l 
is invariant under the mapping qkP1’. 
We now especially take a closed curve y in the (r - I)-torus A,. Then the 
second and third integrals in (4.9) are invariant under the mapping o’,pl’. 
Therefore, for any closed curve y in A E the integral 
I 
K’ z,dt’, 
Y  k=2 
is invariant under qE (p1). This implies that we have 
‘+ ($I’ &f”’ - 
Y  k=? 
tk de,) = 0 
for any closed curve y in A,. Here we have deip” = de, (k = 2,..., r) since 
@/‘I’ = Ok (mod 2n), and therefore it follows that 
c Y  k=2 (51p’) - Tk) de, = 0 
for any closed curve y in A,. Hence the integral 
w(e) = j* + (+Q) - rk) de,, 
0 kz2 
e = (e, ,..., e,), 
is independent of the choice of the path and therefore defines a Cm function 
on the (r - I)-torus A E with period 2x in O,,..., 8,. This function 
w(e) = W(f?, E) satisfies 
l3W +a) - 5/, = - 
aek 
(k = 2,..., r). 
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Thus the existence of fixed points of qLpl’ is reduced to the existence of 
critical points of I#‘(@ on /1,. As is well known, any C” function on an 
(r - I)-torus has at least r geometrically distinct critical points (see, e.g., 
[ 191). Therefore the function W(B) has at least r geometrically distinct 
critical points on Ai,. We have thus proved that there exist at least r fixed 
points (~2~1’ on A,, which provides our desired periodic orbits on the energy 
surface I?= 1 for any sufftciently small E > 0. The proof is now completed. 
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